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Our View of the Universe since 1990

❖❖ Hubble, Hubble, ChandraChandra, and huge ground-based, and huge ground-based
telescopes have given us a new view of thetelescopes have given us a new view of the
universe.universe.
➤➤ Galaxies at distances and epochs before our ownGalaxies at distances and epochs before our own

solar system was born.solar system was born.
➤➤ The earliest star clusters seen with The earliest star clusters seen with ““naturenature’’ss

telescopetelescope””
➤➤ Evidence that stars & metals were formed early in theEvidence that stars & metals were formed early in the

history of the Universehistory of the Universe
➤➤ Evidence of the first extra-solar planetsEvidence of the first extra-solar planets
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Looking back in Time

❖❖ Hubble gives usHubble gives us
detailed images ofdetailed images of
nearby galaxiesnearby galaxies
such as M51, thesuch as M51, the
Whirlpool.Whirlpool.

❖❖ It also hasIt also has
provides a deepprovides a deep
image of galaxiesimage of galaxies
more than 6–10more than 6–10
billion light yearsbillion light years
away.away.
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The Hubble Deep Fields

❖❖ Deep images (days) in N. & S. skiesDeep images (days) in N. & S. skies
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Using “Nature’s Telescope”

❖❖ GravityGravity
multipliesmultiplies
the powerthe power
of HST byof HST by
10–3010–30
times.times.

❖❖ Early starEarly star
cluster atcluster at
13.4 billion13.4 billion
lyrslyrs!!
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Massive Black Holes & Metals made
early in the Universe

❖❖ Sloan survey findsSloan survey finds
most distantmost distant
Quasar: z = 6.33Quasar: z = 6.33

❖❖ Mass of BH aboutMass of BH about
3 Billion solar3 Billion solar
massesmasses

❖❖ Quasar can beQuasar can be
used as beacon toused as beacon to
detect the earlydetect the early
sources of ionizedsources of ionized
light.light.
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The First Look at a Exo-planet

❖❖ ~0.7~0.7
Jupiter-Jupiter-
sized planetsized planet

❖❖ 3.5 day3.5 day
periodperiod

❖❖ 1.6% eclipse1.6% eclipse
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Beyond HST: The Astronomical
Search for Origins

❖❖ NASANASA’’s strategic plan for space science seeks tos strategic plan for space science seeks to
answer the following questions:answer the following questions:
➤➤ When are the first stars (and metals neededWhen are the first stars (and metals needed

for life) formed?for life) formed?
➤➤ How and when are galaxies formed and howHow and when are galaxies formed and how

did they evolve to what we see today?did they evolve to what we see today?
➤➤ How common are planets around stars likeHow common are planets around stars like

our Sun?our Sun?
➤➤ Can we detect evidence for life-sustainingCan we detect evidence for life-sustaining

atmospheres around habitable planets oratmospheres around habitable planets or
perhaps even the presence of life itself?perhaps even the presence of life itself?
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Viewing the Early Universe

❖❖ To see farther andTo see farther and
earlier than Hubbleearlier than Hubble
requires:requires:
➤➤ Larger mirror diametersLarger mirror diameters
➤➤ We must observe the lightWe must observe the light

from these galaxies in thefrom these galaxies in the
infrared because of theirinfrared because of their
high high redshifts redshifts (recessional(recessional
velocities).velocities).

➤➤ The telescope must beThe telescope must be
cold ( < 70 K) to reducecold ( < 70 K) to reduce
the background from thethe background from the
telescope and itstelescope and its
surroundings.surroundings.

NGST
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Understanding the Early Universe

❖❖ We must observe andWe must observe and
measure themeasure the
characteristics of 100s-characteristics of 100s-
1000s of distant objects to1000s of distant objects to
reach reliable conclusions.reach reliable conclusions.
➤➤ Large imaging pictures (~ 2 xLarge imaging pictures (~ 2 x

HST)HST)
➤➤ Large format, state-of-the-Large format, state-of-the-

art detectorsart detectors
➤➤ Selectable apertures forSelectable apertures for

spectroscopy (> 100 at onespectroscopy (> 100 at one
time)time)

NGST
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How can we see evidence of
planets around nearby stars

❖❖ Several missions will attempt to detect theSeveral missions will attempt to detect the
reflex motions of stars or eclipses (SIM & reflex motions of stars or eclipses (SIM & KeplerKepler))

SIRTF and NGST can
image the mid-infrared
emission from remnant
dust disks around
nearby stars and gaps
created by planets
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Can we detect Earth-like planets
directly?

❖❖ The Terrestrial PlanetThe Terrestrial Planet
Finder will be capableFinder will be capable
of detecting Earth-likeof detecting Earth-like
planets and theirplanets and their
atmospheres directlyatmospheres directly
using either exquisiteusing either exquisite
optics or long base-optics or long base-
lines.lines.
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NGST at a Glance

Formulation Phase (A/B)   Implementation Phase (C/D)

99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09

Select Prime PDR CDR Launch

❖❖ 6-meter class6-meter class
primary mirrorprimary mirror

❖❖ 0.6–10+ µm0.6–10+ µm
wavelength rangewavelength range

❖❖ 5 year mission life5 year mission life
(10 year goal)(10 year goal)

❖❖ Passively cooled toPassively cooled to
<50K<50K

❖❖ L2 orbitL2 orbit

NAR

LOGO.049
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Two Concepts for NGST
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Where NGST will work — the
Second Lagrange Point

❖❖ Metastable Metastable orbit, 1.5orbit, 1.5
million km from Earth.million km from Earth.

❖❖ Solar radiationSolar radiation
pressure is dominantpressure is dominant
torque.torque.

❖❖ Thermally stable.Thermally stable.
❖❖ 10 10 MbsMbs downlink is downlink is

straightforward.straightforward.
❖❖ Orbit correctionsOrbit corrections

every monthevery month
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The Deployable Mirror must have
6–7 x larger area than HST.

❖❖ Can fit in aCan fit in a
modernmodern
nose conenose cone

❖❖ IsIs
adjustableadjustable
on orbiton orbit

❖❖ Can workCan work
after itafter it
coolscools
from 300from 300
K to 50 KK to 50 K
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This eight petal version of the fold-forward/fold-back concept can be configured to fit into a smaller diameter than the 
six-petal version. We have therefore been able to locate it further forward in the fairing and thereby increase the size 
of the equipment section. As shown here, the equipment section is 150" long and octagonal in cross-section. The 
octagon is (about) 90 inches across the flats. The extreme aft end can be circular for some additional packaging 
volume.

Because the system has been moved forward in the fairing,room was no longer available for a fixed secondary 
mirror. It will be necessary to deploy it.  SInce that is the case, we took advantage of that to "slow down" the  PM 
from f/0.9 to f/1.25. This has a profound benefit with respect to metrology, in specific, the design and manufacture 
and confidence in the null corrector. Alignment tolerances for the SM will be somewhat relaxed with a slower PM 
however those benefits will be offset by the increase in structural flexibility that accrues with the longer structure and 
with the inclusion of deployment and caging mechanism flexibilities. 

8m, 8-Petal Concept
! ! ! f/1.25 PM

MHKrim
6/25/96

NGST
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Ultra-lightweight optics

Fig. 104
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The Ability to Selecting Targets is important

❖❖ There will be > 10,000 objects in every cameraThere will be > 10,000 objects in every camera
fieldfield

❖❖ Only a few hundred are early galaxies orOnly a few hundred are early galaxies or
supernovaesupernovae

Double
Shutter

Single Shutter

Transport Mechanism

MEM  Shutters

MEM Mirrors
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The STScI will be the Science &
Operations Center for NGST

❖❖ We will run NGST much like Hubble.We will run NGST much like Hubble.
❖❖ We will be responsible for theWe will be responsible for the

development of all the systems neededdevelopment of all the systems needed
to operate and control NGST.to operate and control NGST.

❖❖ We will work with all the partners:We will work with all the partners:
➤➤ NASA, ESA, CSANASA, ESA, CSA
➤➤ Prime Aerospace ContractorPrime Aerospace Contractor
➤➤ Science Instrument TeamsScience Instrument Teams
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Operating NGST is generally easier
than HST. But…..

NGST Sun constraints are tight
❖❖ Hubble can look any where except 50 degrees fromHubble can look any where except 50 degrees from

the Sun.the Sun.
❖❖ For NGST, targets at different ecliptic latitudes haveFor NGST, targets at different ecliptic latitudes have

different availability periods and roll constraints.different availability periods and roll constraints.
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Plans for NGST

❖❖ NGST is in the Presidents NASA budget!NGST is in the Presidents NASA budget!
❖❖ NASA will pick the lead aerospace company in aNASA will pick the lead aerospace company in a

few months!few months!
❖❖ In a year, NASA and the contractor will pick theIn a year, NASA and the contractor will pick the

mirrorsmirrors
❖❖ In 2 years, NASA will pick the detectors andIn 2 years, NASA will pick the detectors and

confirm the operation of the addressable slitconfirm the operation of the addressable slit
assemblyassembly

❖❖ In 7–8 years, we will launch!In 7–8 years, we will launch!


